1. Belonging and not treated as a second class citizen or national on race, gender, faith, sexual orientation or on social status, as it matters to belong to a nation state in a collective unit.

2. Yes “Britishness” must be promoted, encouraged and championed to embed values for integration and assimilation as a core preamble.

3. Mediums of social media, seminars, workshops, trainings at educational providers, facilities and organisations and the establishing of a National Commission for Civic Education as practised and done in Ghana, a British Commonwealth nation.

4. Voting age should start at 16 years, as like in the due date anniversary of receiving a National Insurance Number and consent to SEX. And British nationals away or settled or residing abroad/overseas as dual nationals been allowed to vote by proxy or postal vote.

5. Education is the key essential ingredient, teaching of history, culture, diversity, inclusion, integration, assimilation and universal British values as a model for points/credits to be awarded for naturalisation and settlement in schools, colleges and universities.

6. National Citizen Service is the key for improvement for the youth, to channel energy, talents and creativity, teaching, support, spending time training in the Home Guard or Military service, teaching, volunteering, as done in Ghana, Peace Corps in USA.

7. More investments, funding needed to combat austerity, hardships, spending cuts hitting vulnerable communities more across the UK, as Brexit heading to the UK in Business, Pension, Education, Training, Mentoring and Apprenticeship Schemes service and Housing and social services in health.

8. Promotion of mutual respect, cooperation, National Day of Engagement, Been more caring, sharing, more communication avenues, all inclusion of faiths and a UK citizen’s day slated by parliament at Westminster.

9. To prevent austerity measures, discrimination, classism, social exclusion, racial profiling, religious intolerance, more inclusion, investment, affirmative action for minorities and engagement with communities by communities appointed prefects or governors.

10. Both are the same, diversity must be in practice, practice what you preach, for people to believe, and not just box ticking and checking list, to generate feel good factor for target and performance based government, public and business organisations.

11. When in Rome speak as the Romans, English is the Lingua Franca and the medium of communication to speak, listen and be understood, and express yourself, there should be no exception, English is the tool of verbal proof of been British as the nation state of the UK, and Great Britain, so more ESOL classes. Newcomers, immigrants face integration issues due to circumstances, citizenship test must be inclusive of British values, History and vision as a British, to earn a noble title as a British citizen.
12. Role Models like Theo Paphitis, a successful entrepreneur and Tycoon, James Caan an entrepreneur and Tycoon, Mo Farah a successful global brand, athlete award winning Olympian, Major Twumasi Royal Household Cavalier of Windsor and Buckingham Palace of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Second of England.
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